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good lawyers, the supply never equals the demand. In Education, no
land is so full as America of frauds and shams. The Catalogues of our
schools read like the advertisements of our patent medicines. They

"cure all ills that flesh is heir to. One bottle sufficient!" The name

University in America is assumed by the Cross-roads Academy as well as

by Harvard or Johns Hopkins. The name Professor is applied to the

country school-master, the barber and the manager of the skating rink.

The Bachelor's diploma in Indiana is given by consent of law to those

who could not pass the examinations of any decent High School. Such

diplomas do not ennoble their holders, but they do serve to bring into

contempt the very name of American graduate.

One of the besetting sins of American life is its willingness to call

very little things by very big names-its tolerance of imposition and

fraud. It is the mission of the scholar in each profession to combat

fraud, to show men "facts amid appearances," to say that a pop-gun is a

pop-gun, though every one else may be calling it a cannon! As our

country grows older, perhaps the number of bladders will diminish. If

not, let us have more pins!
What does the College do for the moral, the religious training of the

youth? Let us examine. If your College assume to stand in loco parents

with rod in hand and spy-glasses on i nose, its nose, it will not do much in the

way of moral training. The fear of punishment will not make young men

moral or religious, still less a punishment so easily evaded as the disci-

pline of the College.

If your College claims to be a Reform school, your professors detec-

tive officers, and your president a chief of police, the students will give

them plenty to do. A College cannot take the place of the parent. To

claim that it does so is mere pretense. It can cure the boy of petty vices

and childish trickery only by making him a man, by giving him higher

ideals, more serious views of life. You may win by inspiration, not by

fear.
Take those dozen students in Munich, of whom Agassiz has written,

do you suppose that Dr. DOllinger caught any of them cheating on ex-

amination? Did the three young men who knelt under the haystack at

Williamstown choose the haystack rather than the billiard hall, for fear of

the College Faculty? " Free should the scholar be, free and brave."

The petty restraints that may aid in thi control of College sneaks and

College snobs are an insult to College men and women. And it is for the

training of men and women that the College exists.
So too in religious matters. The College can do much, but not by
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